
Acumatica with 
Agriculture Dimensions

Acumatica Cloud ERP with Agriculture Dimensions (AGRID) provides the best enterprise management solution for transforming 
entire poultry operations to thrive in a new digital economy. Through best-in-class industry-specific functionality, modern unlimited 
user licensing, and unparalleled value suited for mid to large-sized poultry businesses.

From feed production, immunizations, facility maintenance, fieldwork schedule, and disease management up to harvest, Acumatica 
with AGRID manages them all on any device. You can structure and scale the poultry operations and business lifecycle through 
powerful dashboards and customizable workflows. Tailor fitted for 21st-century poultry-based businesses—built on a future-proof 
cloud platform with open APIs for scalability, ease of use, and true end-to-end integration. Designed for the way businesses operate 
today and in the future. 

Connected Business. Delivered.

Streamline essential poultry processes 
such as breeding and growing chickens, 
laying and hatching eggs, and maintaining 
commercial poultry farms to achieve 
higher flock performance.

The Multi-Industry Cloud ERP

Poultry Management

Deliver operational excellence in poultry management with advanced functionalities 
extensively designed to ensure flock performance and productivity.



Key Features
•      Poultry Farm Operations
•      Swine Operations Management 
•      Plantation Operations Management
•      Aquaculture Operations Management  
•      Asset Hierarchy & Lifecycle  
•      Work Order Management

Quality and Customer Satisfaction - Track your daily output within the farm and receive graphical data on improved or reduced 
production for up-to-date productivity. Ensure your customers with high-quality and reliable poultry products by controlling the 
emergence of diseases between flocks to ensure poultry health performance adherent to your local regulatory compliance.

•      Maintenance Management  
•      Project Operations Management  
•      Advanced Planning & Scheduling
•      Manufacturing Data Collection
•      Project Accounting
        and more

Stay Ahead of the Competition and Lead with Confidence
Optimum Production Performance, Control Project Costs, and Ensure Livestock Health

Increase Competitive Initiatives and Market Share 
Ensure a significant return on your investment by 
simplifying end-to-end poultry transactions. Optimize 
control with the corresponding batch numbers and 
monitor project budgets on raw materials, feed 
production purchases, and overhead costs for real-
time reporting of your current cash position - anytime, 
anywhere.

Reduce Operating Costs - Have a comprehensive record 
of expenses essential to your farm’s efficiency. Utilize

Real-time Insights - Optimize unnecessary expenditures 
for higher performance and scalability within the farm. 
Utilize the project field feature and drill down all the 
overhead expenses incurred in a specific livestock 
batch, such as feeds, water usage, materials, vaccines, 
and other project expenses. Generate an extensive view 
that uncovers better ways to plan for short and long-
term objectives.

Improve Profitability - Project future revenues with 
accurate flock cycles required to reach your targeted
production. Conduct a revaluation of your biological 
asset from period to period so you can summarize your 
fair market value by generating cost unit adjustments.

Flexible Accounting - Track activities, utilization, and performance with personalized reports and dashboards pulled from a shared, 
centralized database. Gain a complete view of project-related costs for materials, labor, services, and inventory items to shift your 
focus toward decent profit margins.

analytical, interactive dashboards with an integrated reporting system for advanced expense monitoring in cloud-based access.

Proactive Financial Management with Ease
Robust Analytics, Revenue Recognition, and Total Cost Visibility

with



Better Monitoring and Preventive Control - Record all sick chickens infected with the disease within the system and have a 
detailed summary of all its medication transactions for healthy poultry production. Prevent recurring diseases and infections that 
affect the entire farm production resulting in higher mortality and depletion percentage.

Enhance Operational Effectiveness - Establish conditions for a safe ongoing operation that supports commercial business success 
through preventive maintenance schedules and controls. Easily schedule and manage fieldwork orders to increase your agricultural 
machine performance, enabling it to achieve its optimum profit-making capacity without interruption or hindrance.

Synchronized Workforce - Execute your feeding, vaccination, medication, and harvesting activities by providing your employees 
with a comprehensive work schedule. Provide a structured division of tasks to keep all employee activities on track, allowing you to 
control time better, and improve the quality of life for overall business productivity.

Streamline Asset Data - Support your maintenance and reliability practices by visualizing direct standards to determine where 
improvements to your maintenance processes are required. Create consistency among your maintenance technicians, farm 
facilities, and the equipment’s operational lifecycle.

Efficient Project Management  & Operational Excellence
Increase Productivity, Manpower and Machine Efficiency, Forecast Demand, and Data Accuracy

Improve Traceability and Tracking - Track poultry 
management activities such as feed consumption, 
specific bird weight gain, and feeding plan in every 
location to achieve target standards and measurements 
based on your feed conversion ratios.

Advance Project Inventory - Allocate your chicks based 
on quantity, whether broiler or layer hen production, with 
advanced inventory management in a single requisition 
for seamless operations at every stage of your poultry 
lifecycle.

Flexible Data Management - Decide where to host your 
data: on the public or private cloud or via on-premise. 
With Acumatica, secure your data with enterprise-
grade security built-in features such as server-side logic, 
detailed access controls, and robust authentication. 

Secure Your Digital Infrastructure - Acumatica deploys rapid integrations and open 
architecture to centralize your company’s technology stack and obtain real-time 
insights. Deploy an ERP application designed to survive upgrades, protecting your 
ERP investment without costly source code modifications or code conflicts. 

Foster Innovation with a Future-Proof Platform - Evolve your business with a scalable, secure, and future-proof cloud platform 
that provides on-the-go mobile access anytime, anywhere, on any device. Take advantage of the platform’s open connectivity and 
rapid deployment tools to connect people, information, processes, and equipment with modern technologies.

Customer-Friendly Tech Leadership On The Cloud
Intuitive Cloud Platform, Flexible Deployment, Open APIs, Optimal User Experience
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info@acceltech.com.sg

acceltech.com.sg

#12-14 International Plaza, 
10 Anson Road, Singapore 079903

Acumatica is the only one of the major global ERP players that have NO PER-USER FEES

Our flexible deployment and growth-friendly licensing put customers first 
and are ready to scale with your changing needs.

All employees can now use your ERP system and digitally transform your organization.

Tailored to your needs and ready to transform with your growing business—a born-in-the-cloud platform
designed to integrate how you work with technology that connects your business across time and distance.

Designed for the way businesses operate today and in the future.
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